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QoE-aware Cross-Layer Adaptation for D2D Video
Communication in Cooperative Cognitive Radio

Networks
Subhankar Chatterjee and Swades De

Abstract—In this work, a cross-layer parameter optimization
is considered for H.264 scalable video transmission in cognitive
radio-enabled device-to-device networks. Adaptive modulation
and coding is considered at the physical layer along with layer
aware automatic repeat request (VLA-ARQ) at the link layer.
The VLA-ARQ scheme is aware of video characteristics. Scalable
video coding (SVC) based video streaming is carried out at the
application layer. A novel cognitive radio network frame struc-
ture is proposed accommodating cooperative spectrum sensing
(CSS), relaying primary user’s (PU) transmission, and secondary
users’ (SU) opportunistic transmission, to maximize quality of
experience (QoE) and to minimize total power consumption. In
SVC based video streaming, successful reception of a particular
video layer is dependent upon the successful reception of its
higher layers, which influences the eventual QoE at the user
end. A set of optimal values of CSS time duration, sensing
decision threshold, cooperation, and transmission power control
are obtained under the constraints of detection reliability, PU
spectrum efficiency, and SU power budget. Extensive simulation
results with respect to the system parameters show the efficacy of
the proposed system. The numerical results demonstrate that the
proposed technique offers over 14% gain in overall utility with
proposed CSS and cross-layer parameter optimization strategy.

Index Terms—Cognitive radio, cooperative communication,
cross-layer optimization, device-to-device (D2D) communication,
quality of experience (QoE), scalable video coding (SVC), video
layer aware automatic repeat request (VLA-ARQ).

I. INTRODUCTION

Wide proliferation of wireless devices has triggered an
increasing demand for mobile data traffic [1], [2]. However, the
erroneous and bandwidth constrained nature of wireless links
causes packet loss and delay, leading to quality degradation for
real-time video transmission. Various techniques at different
layers, such as, forward error correction (FEC), adaptive
modulation and coding (AMC), and automatic repeat request
(ARQ) are utilized to mitigate the effects of wireless channel.

Device-to-device (D2D) communication in licensed cellular
bands also provides an alternate way to deal with this increas-
ing mobile traffic scenario. D2D users operate within close
proximity and exchange information directly with each other
without the help of base stations. Thus, bandwidth intensive
and delay sensitive applications, such as, video streaming
in social networking [3] can be performed reliably between
D2D pairs. In spite of the latest advancements in wireless
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networks, the existing licensed cellular communication suffers
from spectrum under-utilization, leading to scarcity of radio
frequency spectrum. Cognitive radio (CR) enabled D2D com-
munication can combat this spectrum scarcity by reusing the
licensed band of the primary users (PUs).

In order to provide reliable and high quality service to
both cellular and D2D users in a heterogeneous environment,
high quality of experience (QoE) must be ensured at the user
end. On the other hand, the quality of service (QoS) metrics,
namely delay and packet error rate focus only on the network
side. Better QoS parameters can lead to better QoE, i.e., better
user perception in video streaming. However, this is not true
always. In case of multimedia applications, maximizing data
rate does not always guarantee high QoE, as QoE can be
influenced by several other parameters, such as video length,
type of service, etc. [4]. Therefore, it is necessary to study the
relationship between QoE and QoS, and focus on QoE-driven
cross-layer design for cognitive radio network (CRN).

A. Related Works
We classify the related works section into three categories:
1) Key operations in CRN: The main challenge in CRN is

to efficiently integrate reliable cooperative spectrum sensing
(CSS) with opportunistic secondary user’s (SU) transmission
to highlight various objectives, primarily the impact of PU
traffic on SU throughput [5] and SU throughput improvement
considering reliable CSS [6]. Energy-efficient system design is
explored in recent studies, namely, optimal resource (sensing
time and transmission power) allocation in [7], [8], soft
combining CSS in [9], dynamic spectrum sensing in [10], and
considering the traffic behaviour of PU and SU nodes in [11].

To enhance spectrum efficiency, cooperative spectrum shar-
ing [12]–[14] is considered where SU nodes act as relay nodes
to meet the QoS requirements of PU. As a reward, the SU
nodes are allowed to access the licensed frequency band. In
[12], the transmission of PU was assisted by SU in a full-
duplex cooperative non-orthogonal multiple access scheme. In
[13], an optimal power allocation and spectrum leasing scheme
was proposed for cognitive multi-hop relay network. An ARQ
scheme was proposed in [14], where the SU node acts as
relay for PU’s transmission during the retransmission phase.
A common feature in all these works is that, they did not
consider the QoE aspect as performance optimization measure.
Rather the focus has been at the physical layer in terms of rate
guarantee and allowable interference margin, which do not
necessarily translate to application layer QoE optimization.
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2) Video communication over cellular network and CRN:
Recent works in the literature addressed video transmission
in licensed cellular network. The work in [15] focused on
QoE improvement of video transmission in wireless sensor
networks. A relay selection technique for QoE enhancement
was proposed in [16] for H.264 scalable video communication.
Recent works also highlighted the aspect of video communi-
cation over CRN. The authors in [17] considered both rate
adaptation and scalable video coding (SVC), for video stream-
ing over CRN. A QoE-aware resource allocation technique
was proposed in [18] for CRN. Instead of considering cellular
network and CRN separately, cross-layer parameter adaptation
for video streaming application was proposed in [19], for
heterogeneous wireless network considering subcarrier assign-
ment, power control, and user association. The authors in
[20] addressed cross-layer QoE improvement problem for D2D
users in CRN-enabled Heterogeneous network.

3) Cross-layer parameter adaptation for video communi-
cation: In order to meet fairness in throughput under time-
varying wireless channel, AMC has been extensively studied
at the physical layer [21]. An alternate way to mitigate the vari-
ations in wireless channel is to consider ARQ protocol at the
link layer [22]. To further improve the network performance,
recent works have focused on cross-layer parameter adapta-
tion, considering both ARQ at the link layer and AMC at
the physical layer [23]. This approach was further extended in
[24] considering the QoS constraints. However, the parameters
related to video quality were not discussed in [23], [24]. An
adaptive truncated Hybrid ARQ scheme was discussed in [25]
that makes use of the inter-layer encoding. Literature have also
focused on application layer video coding and physical layer
characteristics to improve the quality of video transmission
over wireless media. The work in [26] discussed optimal
power allocation for distortion minimization considering SVC
video transmission. SVC based video streaming over multiple
input multiple output (MIMO) system was studied in [27]
using equal power allocation and space-time block coding. An
adaptive channel selection was discussed in [28] where video
layers with high priority are sent through spatial channels with
high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

B. Motivation and Contributions

Recently, SVC based video communication has gained more
popularity as it is capable of meeting the different preferences
of end users and adapt to the changes in network conditions
[29]. However, one of the main challenges of SVC based video
streaming is that the usefulness of the received lower prior-
ity (i.e. higher enhancement) layer i depends on successful
decoding of the lower layers j, 0 < j < i. The decoding
errors in higher priority layers will result in propagation of
errors for lower priority enhancement video layers. Therefore,
simple bit error rate (BER) minimization may not guarantee
successful reception of video frames below the higher priority
enhancement layers. A cross-layer parameter adaptation for
SVC video streaming is thus necessary, considering physical
layer characteristics (AMC), link layer protocol (ARQ), and
application layer video coding schemes [30]. However, the

work in [30] did not focus on optimal resource allocation
for QoE maximization. Further, physical layer and application
layer source encoding specific details were not addressed.
The authors in [31] considered physical layer and application
layer attributes for SVC based video streaming over MIMO
networks. Although they considered QoE maximization using
near-optimal power allocation technique, video layer aware
link layer transmission was not considered.

Cross-layer resource allocation for CRN-enabled cellular
network is necessary to combat the issue of spectrum scarcity
and to meet QoE requirements in video transmission. QoE im-
provement in CRN-enabled heterogeneous network was inves-
tigated in [20], considering user association and resource block
assignment. The authors did not take note of the impact of
AMC and ARQ on the overall system reliability. Furthermore,
they did not consider realistic SVC based video streaming
application, where the video coding characteristics affect the
overall QoE of the users. From the existing literature, we
identify that QoE-driven cross-layer parameter optimization
based on AMC in physical layer, VLA-ARQ in link layer,
and SVC in application layer for D2D communication in
cooperative CRN has not been investigated. To this end, the
contributions of the paper are as follows:

1. The present work focuses on cross-layer parameter adap-
tation considering AMC at the physical layer, video layer
aware automatic repeat request (VLA-ARQ) at the link
layer, and SVC based video streaming at the application
layer. Unlike the previous works in the literature, VLA-
ARQ protocol considered here is unique. It is shown via
simulation results that the proposed VLA-ARQ scheme
offers almost same video quality compared to the conven-
tional ARQ protocol. However, it is more energy efficient
approach compared to conventional one.

2. The advantages of the proposed approach are explored
for D2D communication in cooperative CRN. A unique
framework is also proposed for CRN where CSS, appli-
cation aware opportunistic secondary transmission, and
cooperation in PU’s transmission are addressed together.

3. The current work focuses on optimal resource alloca-
tion, i.e. layer-wise power allocation for SVC video
and CSS parameter allocation, to maximize QoE and
simultaneously minimize power consumption of the SUs,
hence ensuring energy-efficient CRN design. Reliable
CSS operation is ensured here through high probability
of detection. Furthermore, spectrum efficiency of the PUs
is maintained above a predefined threshold.

4. Extensive simulation studies are conducted to determine
the significance of the proposed scheme. The results
demonstrate improved QoE along with reduced power
consumption compared to the other competitive schemes.

C. Paper Organization
The proposed system model is described in Section II. The

analytical framework of the proposed system performance is
presented in Section III. Section IV presents the problem
formulation and the proposed solution. The performance of
the proposed technique is evaluated via simulations in Section
V, before concluding the paper in Section VI.
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Fig. 1: (a) A heterogeneous cellular and D2D CRN scenario, and (b) cooperative cellular and D2D CRN system model.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider the downlink transmission in a D2D enabled
cellular network. A heterogeneous cellular and D2D CRN
scenario is shown in Fig. 1(a). The cellular network users
(CNs) are considered as PUs and the D2D users are considered
as SUs. PU network consists of one PU base station (PBS)
and K number of primary receivers. SU network consists of
S number of D2D transmitter-receiver pairs. Each node in
both PU and SU network has single antenna. Let the total
time frame of operation be T ms. During T time duration,
PBS transmits data to K number of primary receivers using
K dedicated orthogonal subchannels. Now, the D2D pairs are
clustered into K groups (using K-means clustering) based
on their path loss characteristics, in the close proximity of
respective primary receiver nodes. Thus, the kth group (at the
vicinity of kth primary receiver) consists of Sk number of D2D
pairs and S = {S1 ∪ S2 ∪ · · · SK}.

The system model is further illustrated in Fig. 1(b), focusing
on the operations of kth group of D2D transmitter-receiver
pairs. The time frame T is elaborated in Fig. 2, consisting
of CSS time τs, reporting time for each D2D transmitter
τr, and cooperation or D2D transmitters’ transmission time
T − τs − Sτr. During τs, the Sk number of D2D transmitter
nodes perform CSS to detect the activity of PBS in the kth

subchannel. If PBS is found to be in transmit mode, D2D trans-
mitters act as amplify-and-forward (AF) relays and cooperate
in the downlink transmission from PBS to kth primary receiver
(using kth subchannel). When PBS is in active mode, the D2D
transmitter nodes do not have access to the licensed spectrum,
and therefore cannot perform own transmissions. When the
PBS is in idle mode, as a reward for their cooperation
the D2D nodes can use the channel and communicate their
data to their respective receivers using time division multiple
access (TDMA). This integrated framework of CSS, D2D
transmission, and cooperation in PU’s transmission is novel,
which has not been addressed in literature.

Since only one primary receiver node is receiving data using
each orthogonal subchannel, interference does not come into
play here. Furthermore, D2D network analysis is identical
for any primary receiver node. As a result, we focus on the

Spectrum sensing
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S

Cooperation time

D2D pair transmission time

time τs
τr τr

Reporting

time

T − τs − Sτr

T−τs−Sτr

S

Sτr

Fig. 2: Frame structure.

mathematical calculations considering a specific kth primary
receiver. For brevity, in the rest of this paper, Sk is denoted
by S. Furthermore we assume primary receiver to be either in
idle mode or receiving information for the entire time frame
T . All the wireless channels are modelled as Rayleigh block
fading channels. The channel fading coefficient of the wireless
link i − j is denoted by hij where hij ∼ CN (0, d−β

ij ). The
path loss exponent is denoted by β and the distance between
transmitter i and receiver j is denoted by dij . A list of symbols
and their descriptions is provided in Table I.

III. ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK OF THE PROPOSED
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

In this section, we describe the relevant operations related
to the proposed framework. The detailed analysis on CSS
and cooperation in PBS transmission are first conducted,
followed by discussion on SVC based video quality model.
QoE parameter quantification considering AMC and VLA-
ARQ is provided next. This section ends with the power
consumption model for D2D pair.

A. Cooperative Spectrum Sensing Analysis

During τs, the D2D transmitter nodes perform spectrum
sensing to identify the active/ idle state of PBS. The received
signal at any mth D2D transmitter node is

ypm = ϕ
√
PThpmxp + wm. (1)

Here ϕ acts as a binary indicator, ϕ = 1 or 0 indicates PBS
to be in transmit mode or in idle mode, respectively. xp is
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TABLE I: List of symbols used

S Number of D2D transmitter-receiver pairs
K Number of PU receivers
T Time frame duration
τs Spectrum sensing time
τr Reporting time
β Path loss exponent
hij Channel fading coefficient of wireless link i− j
dpr Distance between PBS and primary receiver
dmm Distance between mth D2D transmitter-receiver pair
dpm Distance between PBS and mth D2D transmitter
dmr Distance between mth D2D transmitter and primary receiver
ϕ Binary indicator
PT PBS transmission power
Pn Noise variance
λm Local decision threshold
fs Sampling frequency
γ̂ Average SNR at D2D transmitter node during spectrum sensing
Pcm Transmission power of mth D2D transmitter during cooperation
L Number of layers of SVC video stream
q Quantization step size
qmin Minimum quantization step size
QP Quantization parameter
t Video frame rate
tmax Maximum frame rate
Nk,m Number of retransmissions for kth layer of mth D2D transmitter
zk Average size of layer k
F Frame rate of video stream
Êk Differential rate of layer k
Pac The probability that PBS is in active mode
Pd Cooperative probability of detection
P̂d Target probability of detection
Pf Cooperative probability of false alarm
pk,mb Bit error rate probability for kth layer of mth D2D pair
pl,mfr Probability that layer l is decoded correctly at mth D2D receiver
Pm
pp Processing power of mth D2D transmitter

Pm
DT Transmission power consumption of mth D2D transmitter

PS Power consumption in sensing phase
PR Power consumption in reporting phase

PBS transmitted signal with zero mean and unit variance,
and PT denotes PBS transmission power. The noise wm at
mth D2D transmitter is considered to be circularly symmetric
complex Gaussian (CSCG) random variable with zero mean
and variance E

[
|wm|2

]
=Pn.

Each D2D transmitter node performs energy detection using
the received PBS signal. The local probability of detection
pmd and the local probability of false alarm pmf at mth D2D
transmitter are respectively given by [6]:

pmd = Q

((
λm

Pn
− γ̂m − 1

) √
fs.τs

γ̂m + 1

)
(2)

pmf = Q

((
λm

Pn
− 1

)√
fs.τs

)
. (3)

Here Q(x) = 1√
2Π

∫∞
x

exp(−y2

2 )dy. The average signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) at mth D2D transmitter is denoted by γ̂m =
d−β
pmPT

Pn
, and λm is the local decision threshold. The sampling

frequency is denoted by fs. Since the D2D transmitter nodes
are located in a cluster, the distances between D2D transmitters
to primary receiver and PBS are much larger than the distances
among D2D nodes. Therefore, we consider dmr = dr, dpm =
dp, γ̂m = γ̂, λm = λ, pmd = pd, and pmf = pf ; ∀m = 1 to S.

The local sensing results are forwarded sequentially to
fusion center during the reporting phase using a common
control channel. In this work, the control channel is considered
to be error free. The reporting time for any particular D2D
transmitter node is τr. These local binary decisions are de-
coded at fusion center and then combined using counting rule.
Fusion center determines the global decision about the activity

of PBS and broadcasts this decision to the D2D transmitter
nodes. The probability of false alarm Pf and the probability
of detection Pd at fusion center can be calculated as [6]:

Pd =

S∑
j=S1

(
S

j

)
pjd(1− pd)

S−j = Ipd
(S1, S − S1 + 1) (4)

Pf =

S∑
j=S1

(
S

j

)
pjf (1− pf )

S−j = Ipf
(S1, S − S1 + 1). (5)

Here, Iy(a, b) is the regularized incomplete beta function,
and S1 denotes the final decision threshold. Let Pd = P̂d.
Accordingly, local pd can be written as follows:

pd = I−1(P̂d, S1, S − S1 + 1). (6)

If x = Iy(a, b), then y = I−1(x, a, b). Here I−1(x, a, b) is
the inverse regularized incomplete beta function. The local pf
is determined using (2) and (3):

pf = Q
(
Q−1 (pd) (γ̂ + 1) + γ̂

√
fsτs

)
. (7)

The overall probability of false alarm Pf is then determined
using (5).

B. Cooperation in PBS Transmission
If fusion center found PBS to be active, D2D transmitter

nodes act as AF relays and cooperate in PU transmission in
two parts. Primary receiver directly receives signal from PBS
during the first part, which can be expressed as:

ypr =
√

PThprxp + wr1. (8)

At the same time, D2D transmitter nodes also receive signal
from PBS (please see (1)). D2D transmitter nodes amplify
the received signal from PBS and then forward it to primary
receiver. Therefore, the signal received by primary receiver is:

ymr =

S∑
m=1

√
αcmhmrypm + wr2. (9)

The noise signals wr1 (for direct link) and wr2 (for relay
link) are CSCG random variables with zero mean and variance
Pn. αcm denotes the amplifying power gain of mth D2D
transmitter during cooperation.

Now, average spectral efficiency of PU is made of two
terms, R1

pu and R2
pu. In case of correct detection, spectrum

efficiency is denoted by R1
pu, and R2

pu indicates spectrum
efficiency in case of missed detection. In case of missed
detection, D2D transmitter nodes transmit data to its respective
D2D receiver nodes, resulting in collision with PBS transmis-
sion and subsequently reduction in spectrum efficiency, i.e.
R1

pu ≫ R2
pu. Therefore, the overall spectrum efficiency is

Rp ∼ R1
pu.

R1
pu = PacPd

T − τs − Sτr
2T

(
log2

(
1 +

|hpr|2PT

Pn

)

+ log2

(
1 +

S∑
m=1

αcm|hmr|2|hpm|2PT

S∑
m=1

αcm|hmr|2Pn + Pn

))
. (10)
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Here Pac represents the probability that PBS is in active mode.
The factor 1

2 accounts for the usage of two equal slots for
cooperation.

C. Scalable Coding Based Video Model for SU Transmission

D2D transmitter nodes sequentially send information to
the respective D2D receiver nodes using TDMA when PBS
is detected idle. The transmission duration for mth D2D
transmitter is T−τs−Sτr

S . In this work, video transmission is
considered between D2D pairs. Video application is more
delay sensitive and bandwidth intensive compared to any other
applications, e.g. audio and web browsing.

In this paper, H.264 based SVC is considered1. Here, the
users can dynamically adjust the received video quality based
on their individual requirements. The original video stream
is encoded into L layers of sub-streams, i.e. one base layer
(layer 1) and (L − 1) enhancement layers (layer 2 to layer
L). The basic quality of a video sequence is provided by
base layer. The base layer is decoded independently of other
enhancement layers. Now, the enhancement layer li has higher
priority compared to layer lj if i < j. The layer lj is correctly
decoded at the receiver only when all layers li, i ≤ j are
correctly decoded. H.264 SVC encoder supports three types
of scalabilities- temporal, spatial, and quality scalabilities. The
temporal scalability is based on variable frame transmission
rate, spatial scalability is linked with the display resolution of
D2D receiver, and quality scalability is governed by encoding
rate of SVC. Quality scalable video transmission is addressed
in this work.

The quality parametric model described in [32] is utilized
here. The quality Q of scalable video stream for a specific
spatial resolution is given by:

Q = Qmax Q(t) Q(q) where

Q(t) =
1− e−a t

tmax

1− e−a
, Q(q) =

e
−b q

qmin

e−b
, and q = 2

QP−4
6 .

(11)

The quantization parameter is specified by QP . q and t
denote quantization step size and frame rate, respectively. The
symbols a and b are video-specific parameters. The maximum
quality of video sequence is Qmax when t = tmax, i.e.,
the maximum frame rate, and q = qmin, i.e., the minimum
quantization step size. Qmax is set at 100% for normalization
purpose. Since, only quality scalability is considered here, the
frame rate of lth layer tl = t = tmax, and Q(t) = 1,∀l =
1 to L. Accordingly, the quality for lth layer is represented
here as:

Ql =
e
−b

ql
qmin

e−b
. (12)

Here, ql is the quantization step size for lth layer.

1The overall analysis is applicable to any layered or scalable video coding
formats. For other video coding techniques, such as multi-description coded
video, the video reception performance analysis would have to be modified.

TABLE II: Coefficients for different AMC [31]

Type (k) Modulation Code Rate ck dk
1 BPSK 1/2 1.1369 7.5556
2 QPSK 1/2 0.3351 3.2543
3 QPSK 3/4 0.2197 1.5244
4 16 QAM 9/16 0.2081 0.6250
5 16 QAM 3/4 0.1936 0.3484
6 64 QAM 3/4 0.1887 0.0871

D. QoE Parameter Quantification Considering AMC and
VLA-ARQ

In this paper, we consider the following BER expression for
AMC [31]:

pk,mb = ck,me−dk,mγk,m . (13)

Here, pk,mb is the BER (probability) for kth layer of mth D2D
pair (considering AMC only). The values of the coefficients
ck,m and dk,m depend upon the AMC of layer k. Table II
shows the list of different coefficients and their corresponding
AMCs. γk,m is the instantaneous SNR for transmission of kth

layer between mth D2D pair, i.e. γk,m =
|hk

mm|2Pkm

Pn
. The L

layers of scalable video are sent over L orthogonal subcarriers.
hk
mm is the channel fading coefficient of the kth subcarrier. The

transmission power consumption for layer k is Pkm.
We assume that perfect statistical and instantaneous channel

state information (CSI) are available at the receiver. Since the
base layer, i.e. layer 1 is of utmost importance, it is sent using
the subcarrier with the best instantaneous SNR value. The
remaining layers are matched to other subcarriers based on
their priorities. For example, if i < j, priority of layer i >
priority of layer j, and instantaneous SNR of the subcarrier
matched to layer i > instantaneous SNR of the subcarrier
matched to layer j.

In this work, VLA-ARQ is considered along with AMC.
Unlike previous works in literature that deals with conven-
tional ARQ, here we propose ARQ scheme only for the base
layer, since it is of utmost importance. The same modula-
tion mode is utilized for all the retransmissions. mth D2D
receiver estimates the modulation mode for transmission and
the required number of retransmissions for base layer. These
information are fed back to mth D2D transmitter.

The time duration between different transmissions of base
layer are assumed to be larger than the channel coherence time.
Therefore, the fading coefficients corresponding to the multi-
ple transmissions are independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.). The initial and the retransmitted packets of base layer
(k = 1) are combined at mth D2D receiver using maximum
ratio combining (MRC). Let γr

k,m be the instantaneous SNR
in case of rth retransmission and Nk,m be the total number of
retransmissions for base layer. The BER expression (for base
layer) considering both AMC and ARQ is expressed as:

pk,mb = ck,me

−dk,m

γk,m+

Nk,m∑
r=1

γr
k,m


, when k = 1. (14)

The average BER is determined at mth D2D receiver with
respect to Nk,m different retransmissions. For brevity, we
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consider Nk,m = N for the subsequent analysis.

p̂k,mb =

∫ ∞

0

· · ·
∫ ∞

0

pk,mb pγ1
k,m,··· ,γN

k,m
(γ1

k,m, · · · , γN
k,m)

× dγ1
k,m, · · · , dγN

k,m

= ck,me−dk,mγk,m

N∏
r=1

∫ ∞

0

e−dk,mγr
k,m pγr

k,m
(γr

k,m)

× dγr
k,m, when k = 1. (15)

Since Rayleigh fading is considered, pγr
k,m

(γr
k,m) =

1
γ̂k,m

e
−

γr
k,m

γ̂k,m , the average SNR is denoted by γ̂k,m. Accord-
ingly,

p̂k,mb = ck,me−dk,mγk,m

N∏
r=1

∫ ∞

0

e−dk,mγr
k,m

× 1

γ̂k,m
e
−

γr
k,m

γ̂k,m dγr
k,m

= ck,me−dk,mγk,m(1 + dk,mγ̂k,m)−N , when k = 1.
(16)

The average BER p̂k,mb should always be below a predefined
threshold p̂thb , i.e. p̂k,mb ≤ p̂thb . That is,

ck,me−dk,mγk,m(1 + dk,mγ̂k,m)−N ≤ p̂thb

or, N ≥ dk,m
ln (1 + dk,mγ̂k,m)

[
1

dk,m
ln

(
ck,m
p̂thb

)
− γk,m

]
≜ N∗.

(17)

When γk,m < 1
dk,m

ln
(

ck,m

p̂th
b

)
, N > 0. In this case retrans-

mission will be required for base layer. In this work, we set
p̂k,mb = p̂thb . Therefore (17) is set to equality. So, N ≜ ⌈N∗⌉,
where ⌈a⌉ denotes the nearest integer higher than a.

As mentioned in (12), the quality of layer l is denoted by
Ql, without taking into account the impairments of wireless
channel. Therefore, the received video quality in presence of
fading channel is Ql · pl,mfr . Here pl,mfr denotes the probability
that layer l is decoded correctly at mth D2D receiver. As
mentioned in Section III-C, the layer l is correctly received
only when all the layers k ≤ l are correctly received. Hence,

pl,mfr =

l∏
k=1

(1− pk,mb )zk . (18)

Here, pk,mb = ck,me−dk,mγk,m = ck,me−dk,mPkmρk,m

when k > 1 and ρk,m =
|hk

mm|2

Pn
.

and pk,mb = ck,me

−dk,m

γk,m+

N∑
r=1

γr
k,m


= ck,me−dk,mPkmρk,m ,

when k = 1 and ρk,m =
|hk

mm|2

Pn
+

N∑
r=1

|hk,r
mm|2

Pn
.

Here, zk denotes the average layer size, i.e. the average number
of bits in layer k. Let the frame rate of a particular video
stream be F fps. Now, zk can be represented as:

zk =
Êk

F
, where k = {1, 2, · · ·L} (19)

where Êk is the differential rate of layer k [33], which is
determined as follows:

Êk =

{
Ek, k = 1

Ek − Ek−1, k > 1
(20)

Now, Ek denotes the cumulative rate upto layer k. Then,
the total quality at mth D2D receiver is

Qm =

L∑
l=1

(1− Pac)(1− Pf )
T − τs − Sτr

ST
Ql · pl,mfr . (21)

The term (1 − Pac)(1 − Pf ) denotes the spectrum access
probability of mth D2D transmitter.

E. Power Consumption at D2D Pair

The average power consumption of mth D2D transmitter
consists of two parts, processing power Pm

PP and transmission
power consumption Pm

DT . Following [34], processing power
is calculated as:

Pm
PP ≈ Pfilter + PDAC + Pmix + Psyn. (22)

The active filter power consumption Pfilter, digital-to-
analog converter power consumption PDAC , mixer power
consumption Pmix, and synthesizer power consumption Psyn

are all considered here to be constants. Now, the transmission
power consumption:

Pm
DT =

τsPS + τrPR

T
+ Pcm

T − τs − Sτr
2T

+ ((1− Pac)

× (1− Pf ) + Pac(1− Pd))
T − τs − Sτr

ST

L∑
l=1

Plm. (23)

Here PR and PS denote the power consumption in report-
ing phase and sensing phase, respectively. The power con-
sumption during cooperation is Pcm = ((1 − Pac)PfPn +
PacPd(|hpm|2PT +Pn))αcm. The power consumption at mth

D2D transmitter for transmission of layer l is Plm. We rewrite
(23) as follows:

Pm
DT =

L∑
l=1

(
τsPS + τrPR

LT
+ Pcm

T − τs − Sτr
2LT

+
(
(1− Pac)(1− Pf ) + Pac(1− Pd)

)T − τs − Sτr
ST

Plm

)

=

L∑
l=1

P lm
DT . (24)

The power consumption at mth D2D receiver is [34]:

Pm
DR ≈ Pfilter+PADC+Pmix+Psyn+PIFA+PLNA. (25)

Here, PADC , PIFA, and PLNA are analog-to-digital converter
power consumption, inverted-F-antenna power consumption,
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and low noise amplifier power consumption, respectively.
Hence, total power consumption at mth D2D pair is:

Pm
DD =

L∑
l=1

ηl
(
Pm
DR

L
+ P lm

DT +
Pm
PP

L

)
=

L∑
l=1

P lm
DD. (26)

The symbol ηl = N + 1 when l = 1 (i.e. base layer), where
N indicates the number of retransmissions for base layer and
ηl = 1 when l > 1 (i.e. enhancement layers).

Now, pk,mb is a function of Pkm; as Pkm increases pk,mb

decreases. On the other hand, Pkm, i.e., Pm
DD needs to

be minimized from energy efficient system design purpose.
Hence, there lies a trade-off. To highlight this trade-off, we
define an utility function for the mth D2D pair:

Um =

L∑
l=1

(1− Pac)(1− Pf )
T − τs − Sτr

ST

Ql · pl,mfr
P lm
DD

. (27)

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND PROPOSED SOLUTION

This section addresses the multiuser resource allocation
for sum utility maximization with the problem formulation,
followed by the proposed solution.

A. Problem Formulation

The objective is to jointly determine the optimal sensing
time (τs), the final decision threshold S1, the cooperation
power (Pcm), and the transmission power consumption for
layer l (Plm), ∀l = {1, · · · , L} and m = {1, · · · , S}, to
maximize the sum utility of all D2D pairs. The sum utility

of S number of D2D pairs is denoted by U =

S∑
m=1

Um. Here,

the value of Um depends on the values of Ql, p
l,m
fr , and P lm

DD.
Ql is a function of the quantization step size ql. As shown
in [35], the video quality is a concave function with respect
to the quantization parameter QP . Determination of optimal
value of Ql is not the focus of this work. Here, the values of
Ql are calculated for specific ql values, ∀l = {1, · · · , L}. In
this work, we mainly focus on optimizing pl,mfr and P lm

DD for L
layers of scalable video transmission. Thus, the optimization
problem is written as follows:

max
τs,S1,Pcm,Plm

S∑
m=1

L∑
l=1

(1−Pac)(1−Pf )
T − τs − Sτr

ST

Ql · pl,mfr
P lm
DD

(28)
where

Ql =
e
−b

ql
qmin

e−b
, pl,mfr =

l∏
k=1

(1− pk,mb )zk ,

P lm
DD = ηl

(
Pm
DR

L
+ P lm

DT +
Pm
PP

L

)
,

and P lm
DT =

(τsPS + τrPR

LT
+ Pcm

T − τs − Sτr
2LT

+
(
(1−Pac)(1− Pf ) + Pac(1− Pd)

)T − τs − Sτr
ST

Plm

)

subject to

C1: 0 < τs < T − Sτr, (29)

C2: Pd ≥ P̂d (30)
C3: 1 ≤ S1 ≤ S (31)
C4: Plm ≥ 0, ∀l = {1, · · · , L}, ∀m = {1, · · · , S} (32)

C5:
L∑

l=1

ηl
(
Pm
DR

L
+ P lm

DT +
Pm
PP

L

)
≤ Pth,

∀m = {1, · · · , S} (33)

C6: PacPd
T − τs − Sτr

2T

(
log2

(
1 +

|hpr|2PT

Pn

)

+ log2

(
1 +

S∑
m=1

αcm|hmr|2|hpm|2PT

S∑
m=1

αcm|hmr|2Pn + Pn

))
≥ Rth

p . (34)

The optimization problem jointly maximizes the QoE of
D2D users and minimizes the power consumption while en-
suring the CSS duration and detection reliability constraints
(see C1 and C2, respectively). C3 highlights the final decision
threshold constraint for CSS operation. To ensure fairness,
the average power consumption of mth D2D pair should be
within a predefined domain [0 Pth] (see C4 and C5). Finally,
a minimum spectrum efficiency requirement (Rth

p ) is set for
each primary receiver node (see C6).

B. Proposed Solution

The solution to the proposed optimization problem is elabo-
rated here. First we derive the optimal cooperation power Pcm

for individual D2D transmitter node. Then primal decomposi-
tion method is utilized to decompose the original optimization
problem into two sub-problems in order to determine the
optimal values of τs, S1 and Plm.

The objective function (28) reaches maximum value when
PD is set at the lower limit P̂d. Therefore, Pd = P̂d is
considered in the modified optimization problem.

Next, the following expression is obtained from (34):

S∑
m=1

γpmγmr/δ1m

S∑
m=1

γmr/δ1m +
1

Pn

≥ 2
2TRth

p
PacPd(T−τs−Sτr)

1 +
|hpr|2PT

Pn

− 1 (35)

Here, γpm =
|hpm|2PT

Pn
, γmr = |hmr|2Pcm

Pn
, and δ1m =

((1 − Pac)PfPn + PacPd(|hpm|2PT + Pn)). Let δ2 =

2

2TRth
p

PacPd(T−τs−Sτr)

1+
|hpr|2PT

Pn

− 1.

In this work, each D2D transmitter is given equal transmis-
sion opportunity. Therefore, D2D transmitter nodes utilize an
‘equal paying with SNR’ method [36] for cooperation purpose.
All D2D transmitter nodes must have the average cooperation
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power to satisfy γir = γjr, ∀i, j = {1, · · · , S} and i ̸= j.
From (35), we get

αcm ≥ 1

δ1m|hmr|2
δ2

S∑
m=1

γpm
δ1m

− δ2

S∑
m=1

1

δ1m

(36)

The denominator of the objective function in (28) consists
of P lm

DD, which is a function of αcm. The objective function
is maximized when P lm

DD is minimized, i.e. αcm in (36) is set
at equality. Thus,

αcm =
1

δ1m|hmr|2
δ2

S∑
m=1

γpm
δ1m

− δ2

S∑
m=1

1

δ1m

(37)

We can represent (33) as follows:

C7:
L∑

l=1

(
ϱl1Plm + ϱl2

)
≤ Pth,∀m = {1, · · · , S} (38)

where

ϱl1 = ηl

(
(1−Pac)(1−Pf )+Pac(1−Pd)

)
T − τs − Sτr

ST

ϱl2 = ηl

(
Pm
DR

L
+
Pm
PP

L
+
τsPS + τrPR

LT
+Pcm

T − τs − Sτr
2LT

)
.

Following primal decomposition method [37], the modified
optimization problem is broken into two sub-problems, P1 and
P2.

P1 : max
{Plm}L

l=1

L∑
l=1

(1− Pac)(1− Pf )
T − τs − Sτr

ST

Ql · pl,mfr
P lm
DD

(39)
subject to

C4: Plm ≥ 0, ∀l = {1, · · · , L}, ∀m = {1, · · · , S} (40)

C7:
L∑

l=1

(
ϱl1Plm + ϱl2

)
≤ Pth,∀m = {1, · · · , S} (41)

and

P2 : max
τs,S1

S∑
m=1

L∑
l=1

(1−Pac)(1−Pf )
T − τs − Sτr

ST

Ql · pl,mfr
P lm
DD

(42)
subject to

C1: 0 < τs < T − Sτr (43)
C3: 1 ≤ S1 ≤ S. (44)

The optimal value of τs is determined from P2. Let

O =

S∑
m=1

L∑
l=1

(1− Pac)(1− Pf )
T − τs − Sτr

ST

Ql · pl,mfr
P lm
DD

.

The partial derivative of O with respect to τs is ∂O
∂τs

.
The equation ∂O

∂τs
= 0 is non-linear, thus mathematically in-

tractable. Now, limτs→0
∂O
∂τs

= ∞ and limτs→T−Sτr
∂O
∂τs

< 0.
So, there exists a unique stationary point which maximizes

O. Hence, the optimal value of τs is determined following
bisection search. Now, S is an integer; therefore the optimal
value of S1 can be determined using exhaustive search within
1 ≤ S1 ≤ S.

The optimal value of Plm, ∀l = {1, · · · , L} is determined
using P1. The problem in P1 is further divided into L sub-
problems P1,l, ∀l = {1, · · · , L}. The sub-problem P1,l focuses

on optimizing
pl,m
fr

P lm
DD

, as shown below:

P1,l : max
{Pkm}l

k=1

log

(
pl,mfr
P lm
DD

)

=

l∑
k=1

zk log(1− pk,mb )− log
(
P lm
DD

)
(45)

subject to

C4: Pkm ≥ 0, ∀k = {1, · · · , l} ∀m = {1, · · · , S} (46)

C8:
l∑

k=1

(
ϱk1Pkm + ϱk2

)
≤ Pth. (47)

In case of P1,l, Pkm = 0 ∀ k = {l + 1, · · · , L}. Let the
solution of P1,l be P∗

lm. Then the optimal solution of P1 is:

P∗
m = arg max

{P∗
1m,··· ,P∗

Lm}

L∑
l=1

(
(1− Pac)(1− Pf )

T − τs − Sτr
ST

×
Ql · pl,mfr
P lm
DD

)
. (48)

P1 is solved here by choosing the best solution among all
the solutions from corresponding L sub-problems. Next we
describe how to solve the sub-problem P1,l.

Lemma 1. log(1− pk,mb ) is concave in nature.

Proof. Since, the coefficients ck,m and dk,m are positive, pk,mb

is a convex function of Pkm. The logarithm function log(·) is
concave and increasing for any positive input value. Since pk,mb

is convex, −pk,mb is concave. The composition rule [38] states
that if h(x) is concave and the function g(·) is concave and
non-decreasing, then f(x) = g(h(x)) is concave in nature.
Following composition rule, we can state that log(1 − pk,mb )
is concave function.

Lemma 2.
∑l

k=1 zk log(1− pk,mb ) is concave in nature.

Proof. zk > 0, and log(1−pk,mb ) is concave function ∀k,∀m.
Convexity is preserved by the positive weighted summations

[38]. Therefore,
l∑

k=1

zk log(1−pk,mb ) is concave in nature.

Now, − log
(
P lm
DD

)
is convex in nature. Therefore, the

objective function in (45) is a summation of a convex and
a concave function.
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The derivative of P lm
DD with respect to Plm is ϱl1. Let O1 =

l∑
k=1

zk log(1− pk,mb )− log
(
P lm
DD

)
. The derivative of O1 with

respect to Pkm is

∂O1

∂Pkm
=


zkck,mdk,mρk,me−dk,mPkmρk,m

1−pk,m
b

, k ̸= l

zkck,mdk,mρk,me−dk,mPkmρk,m

1−pk,m
b

− ϱl
1

ϱl
1Plm+ϱl

2
, k = l

(49)

Since Pkm ≥ 0, ∂O1

∂Pkm
> 0, ∀k ̸= l. But when k = l,

zkck,mdk,mρk,me−dk,mPkmρk,m

1−pk,m
b

> 0 and − ϱl
1

ϱl
1Plm+ϱl

2
< 0. So, it

is difficult to analytically determine the variation of O1 with
respect to Pkm. Furthermore ∂O1

∂Pkm
= 0 is non-linear. So, the

optimal value of Pkm is determined using numerical method.

C. Computation Complexity

The optimization problem in (28) provides the optimal
values of the system parameters for L-layer SVC video
streaming via D2D network. These computations are done
at the fusion center. The fusion center has high processing
capability and the computation process is parallelized here
to meet the deadlines. The computation complexity of P 2

is S ·
⌈
log2

(
T − Sτr

υ

)⌉
. Here υ denotes the tolerance

level for bisection search. In P 1, the optimal value of Plm

is determined following L number of sub-problems. These
sub-problems correspond to L layers of SVC video and are
solved in parallel. The computation complexity of P 1 is⌈
log2

(
Pth

υ

)⌉
considering bisection search method.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, numerical results are used to demonstrate
the performance of the proposed system. 1000 Monte Carlo
simulations are carried out to highlight the variations in wire-
less channel. For simulation purpose, the normalized average

utility Uav
norm of CRN is considered, Uav

norm =
Uav

max(Uav)
.

Here Uav =
1

S

S∑
m=1

Um represents the average utility. The

variations of Uav
norm are shown with respect to spectrum

sensing duration, sensing decision threshold, number of D2D
nodes involved etc. ‘Crew’ video clip is considered here with
parameter b = 0.17. In practical systems the number of
enhancement layers are limited, mostly about 2 to 6 enhance-
ment layers are considered. Previous work in the literature
[39] focused on video layer selection for SVC based video
streaming. However, this is not within the scope of the present
work. Here, the number of enhancement layers are considered
to be 2. So, the total number of layers L = 3.

TABLE III: AMC schemes and bit rates of different video
layers

Base layer Enhancement layer 1 Enhancement layer 2
Bit rate Ek 79.2 kbps 165.80 kbps 315.80 kbps

AMC scheme BPSK 1/2 QPSK 3/4 64 QAM 3/4

TABLE IV: List of simulation parameters

Name Value
PBS transmission power PT 46 dBm
Probability that PBS in active mode Pac 0.3
Time slot duration T 100 ms
Distance between PBS and D2D transmitter dp 500 m
Distance between D2D transmitter and primary receiver dr 560 m
Distance between PBS and primary receiver dpr 750 m
Average distance between D2D pairs 100 m
Sampling frequency fs 100 KHz
Reporting time slot τr 0.1 ms
Reporting power consumption PR 10 dBm
CSS power consumption PS 15 dBm
Noise Variance Pn −30 dBm
Target probability of detection P̂d 0.90
Average BER threshold P̂ th

b 10−5

Number of D2D pairs S 10
Target spectrum efficiency of PU Rth

p 0.3 bps/Hz
Power budget Pth −10 dBW
Path loss exponent β 3.5

Target PU spectrum efficiency R
p

th
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Optimal S1 (AMC only) [31]

Fig. 3: Normalized average utility versus target PU spectrum
efficiency Rth

p .

The frame rate F is set at 30 fps. The quantization param-
eters of the three layers (i.e. base layer and two enhancement
layers) are set as QP = [40, 36, 32]. Considering the energy
consumption circuits for D2D pair, the following parameters
are set as Pfilter = 4 dBm, Pmix = 14 dBm, Psyn = 16
dBm, PLNA = 13 dBm, PIFA = 4 dBm, PDAC = 11 dBm,
and PADC = 10 dBm [34]. The bit rates and the modulation
schemes of video layers are listed in Table III. The list of other
simulation parameters are shown in Table IV.

Four different transmission strategies are considered here.
The first strategy considers fixed modulation scheme similar
to the one in [20], ARQ is not considered here. In the second
case, only AMC is considered (no ARQ). Here, different
modulation and coding schemes are used for the transmission
of different video layers [31]. The third strategy is AMC +
conventional ARQ similar to the one in [23]. In this case
ARQ is considered for all video layers. The final one is our
proposed scheme (AMC + VLA-ARQ). Here along with AMC
a video layer specific ARQ scheme is considered. For fair
comparison, the other competitive schemes are implemented
in our proposed optimization framework.

A. Performance Analysis for Different Fusion Rules

Fig. 3 shows normalized average utility of D2D network
versus target spectrum efficiency of PU Rth

p . In this case, the
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Fig. 4: Normalized average utility versus sensing time τs.

optimal values of τs, S1, Pcm, and Plm are determined. The
average utility value reduces with the increase in Rth

p value
as more power is now needed for cooperation purpose. For
the ‘AMC + VLA-ARQ’ approach (optimal fusion rule), the
normalized utility value reduces about 39% as Rth

p is increased
from 0.3 bps/Hz to 0.7 bps/Hz. Similar observations are
also noted for ‘MAJORITY’,‘OR’ and ‘AND’ fusion rules ,
characterized by S1 = ⌊S

2 ⌋, S1 = 1, and S1 = S, respectively.
Here ⌊a⌋ indicates the nearest integer lower than a. The
performance of the proposed technique is also compared with
respect to ‘AMC only’ approach considering optimal S1 rule.
About 11% gain is observed when Rth

p = 0.7 bps/Hz.
Fig. 4 illustrates the variation of normalized utility of CRN

with respect to τs. The results are compared with ‘MAJOR-
ITY’, ‘OR’, and ‘AND’ fusion rules. For a given value of
τs, the optimal values of S1, Pcm, and Plm are determined.
It can be clearly seen that the proposed optimal fusion rule
gives higher utility values compared to ‘MAJORITY’, ‘OR’,
and ‘AND’ fusion rules. The worst performance can be seen
with ‘AND’ rule. For τs = 30 ms, the optimal fusion rule
offers 58% higher utility value compared to ‘AND’ rule. From
Fig. 4, we can also see that the utility value initially increases
with τs till it reaches the optimal value. The optimal τs value
for the proposed ‘AMC + VLA-ARQ’ is at 29 ms. When
τs > 29 ms, additional power is necessary to cooperate in
PU’s transmission (since cooperation time decreases). At this
point, the transmission opportunity for D2D transmitters also
reduces. As a result, the normalized average utility value
gradually decreases. The performance of ‘AMC + VLA-
ARQ’ is compared with the ‘AMC only’ approach considering
optimal fusion rule. About 29% gain can be seen for the
proposed approach when τs = 30 ms. At the same operating
point (i.e. τs = 30 ms), the gain values are 24% and 28% for
‘OR’ and ‘AND’ fusion rules, respectively.

Fig. 5(a) shows the variation of average utility with the
CSS decision threshold S1. In this case, the optimal values
of τs, Pcm, and Plm are determined. It is observed that the
utility is maximized when S1 = 4. Furthermore, the proposed
approach gives better performance compared to ‘MAJORITY’
(S1 = ⌊S

2 ⌋), ‘OR’ (S1 = 1), and ‘AND’ (S1 = S) fusion
rules. The method in [31] also offers optimal utility value when
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Fig. 5: (a) Normalized average utility versus sensing decision
threshold S1, and (b) Optimal sensing decision threshold S1

versus number of D2D pairs S.

S1 = 4. Fig. 5(b) shows the variations of optimal S1 with the
number of D2D pairs S. The optimal value of S1 changes
from 2 to 5 when the value of S increases from 4 to 20.

The variations of Uav
norm are observed here with respect

to τs, S1, and Rth
P . The optimal fusion rule offers best

performance of all the fusion rules. Therefore, the remaining
analysis focuses only on the optimal fusion rule.

B. Performance Analysis for Different Transmission Strategies

Variation of normalized video quality with the number of
D2D pairs S is shown in Fig. 6(a). The number of D2D
pairs are increased here from 4 to 20. The average video
quality increases with the increase in number of D2D pairs
S. The quality tends to saturate at higher values of S. The
proposed approach offers a higher video quality compared
to ‘AMC only’ and ‘fixed modulation scheme’. Although the
proposed approach offers reduced video quality compared to
‘AMC + conventional ARQ’ scheme, the performance loss is
negligible. Maximum 4% performance loss can be observed
here. Fig. 6(b) illustrates the variation of normalized average
power consumption of D2D nodes with the number of D2D
pairs S. Similar to Fig. 6(a), the average power consumption
increases with the increase in S. It can be clearly observed
that the proposed scheme is more energy efficient compared to
‘fixed modulation’ and ‘AMC + conventional ARQ scheme’.
Up to 11% reduction in power consumption is noted compared
to the ‘AMC + conventional ARQ scheme’. Although ‘AMC
only’ approach has the least power consumption, video quality
performance is quite poor compared to the proposed approach.

The variations of normalized video quality and normalized
average power consumption versus sensing time τs are shown
in Figs. 6(c) and 6(d), respectively. It can be clearly seen
that the video quality gradually increases with the increase
in τs value and then tends to saturate. The performance of
the proposed approach is also compared here with the three
competitive schemes. From Fig. 6(c), it can be noted that the
proposed technique performs better than ‘AMC only’, and the
‘fixed modulation’ schemes. About 13% gain in video quality
can be seen compared to ‘AMC only’ approach when τs = 20
ms. ‘AMC along with conventional ARQ’ offers a marginally
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Fig. 6: (a) Normalized average video quality versus number of D2D pairs S, (b) Normalized average power consumption
versus number of D2D pairs S, (c) Normalized average video quality versus sensing time τs (optimal S1), and (d)

Normalized average power consumption versus sensing time τs (optimal S1).
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Fig. 7: (a) Normalized average utility versus power budget
Pth, and (b) Normalized average transmission time versus

power budget Pth.

higher video quality by layer oblivious re-transmissions, but
at the cost of high power consumption − as seen in Fig.
6(d). From Figs. 6(c) and 6(d), it can be clearly inferred
that the proposed scheme offers a better balance between
high video quality and reduced average power consumption
values compared to all three competitive schemes. This can be
better understood from the analysis of utility function, since it
takes into account the effects of both video quality and power
consumption at D2D users. The high values of the utility
function indicate improved video quality while maintaining
reduced power consumption.

Keeping this in mind, Fig. 7(a) illustrates the variations of
average utility with total power budget Pth for the proposed
approach, ‘AMC + conventional ARQ’, ‘AMC only’, and
‘fixed modulation scheme’. At lower values of Pth, the utility
increases with the increase in Pth, as the received video
quality improves in presence of additional power. At higher
Pth (i.e., Pth > −5 dBW), the utility gradually decreases as
the received video quality tends to saturate. As shown in Fig.
6(c), ‘AMC + conventional ARQ’ has a higher performance
in terms of video quality. However, ‘AMC + VLA-ARQ’
scheme considers re-transmission only for the base layer,
therefore it is more energy efficient compared to ‘AMC +
conventional ARQ’ (see Fig. 6(d)). Overall, from Fig. 7(a)
it can be seen that the proposed approach offers improved
performance in terms average utility when compared with
the other three competitive techniques. About 14% gain in
overall utility is noted compared to ‘AMC + conventional

ARQ’ when Pth = −5 dBW. The performance of the proposed
approach is also compared with the optimal solution, obtained
by exhaustive searching technique. It can be seen that our
proposed technique provides almost similar performance to the
optimal one. Finally, Fig. 7(b) demonstrates that the signaling
overhead in terms of normalized transmission time of video
stream (consisting of 3 layers) for the proposed approach is
lower than closest competitive ‘AMC + conventional ARQ’
strategy [23]. The proposed approach requires higher trans-
mission time compared to the other schemes in [20], [31];
however, these schemes hold no competitive advantage as
significant improvement in average utility is also noted with
the proposed scheme (see Fig. 7(a)).

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a cross-layer parameter adaptation scheme
has been proposed for scalable video transmission over wire-
less channel. This approach combines AMC at the physical
layer, video layer aware ARQ at the link layer, and scalable
coding at the application layer. A novel frame structure for
CSS-cooperation-transmission has been proposed for cogni-
tive radio-enabled D2D network to maximize received video
quality and simultaneously minimize total power consumption.
Performance of the proposed approach has been compared
with three other competitive schemes. The proposed approach
provides improved video quality as well as reduced energy
consumption at the D2D users. About 14% gain in overall
utility has been observed compared to the conventional ARQ
based technique.
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